


	
	
	Just In: EX Benchmark Report 2023. Exclusive insights to design AI-driven employee experiences.
	

	
	CX Benchmark Report 2023 - Unlock Consumer Insights from Gen Z to Baby Boomers! 
	

	
	Dive into the findings of the "2023 Contact Center Agent Experience (AX) Benchmark Report."
	

	
	Kore.ai named a Leader in Gartner’s Enterprise Conversational AI Platforms Magic Quadrant 2023
	

	
	[On-Demand Webinar] Better Together - The Future of Intelligent Automation, Today!
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	Products	Products	XO: Experience Optimization – Drive improved customer and employee experiences
	GALE [Beta] – Make business easier with smart AI help


	Capabilities	Automation – Build intelligent virtual assistants (IVAs)
	Contact Center – Enhance customer service
	Agent AI – Automate agent workflows on a single screen
	Search AI – Understand questions and provide accurate answers.


		
Talk to an Expert

Not sure which product is right for your business?

Schedule a Call




	More on XO	Customer Stories
	Analyst Reports
	Pricing






	Solutions		Use Cases	Explore Use Cases	Customer Experience – Improving customer experiences at scale
	Employee Experience – Giving every employee the assistant they need
	Agent Experience – Making Agents more successful in their job
	Search Experience – Getting people answers simply and securely
	Application Experience – Bringing a companion to every app




	Industries	Explore Industries	Financial Services – Enhancing decision-making and customer service with AI
	Home, Life & Auto Insurance – Automating claims and personalizing policies with AI
	Healthcare Providers – Revolutionizing patient care with efficient, AI-driven solutions
	Health Insurance – Improving health outcomes and satisfaction with AI
	Life Sciences – Accelerating innovation with cutting-edge AI technology
	Consumer Goods – Driving satisfaction and excellence with AI-enhanced supply chains
	Retail – Transforming shopping with personalized, AI-driven experiences
	Electronics – Innovating the electronics sector with advanced AI
	Manufacturing – Optimizing production with AI-enabled smart solutions
	Telecom – Enhancing services and network optimization with AI
	Travel Hospitality – Boosting guest experiences and efficiency with AI




	All Solutions	Explore all Solutions	[image: BankAssist Nav Icon]BankAssist – Conversational banking
	[image: RetailAssist Nav Icon]RetailAssist – AI-native conversational commerce assistant
	[image: HealthAssist Nav Icon]HealthAssist – Enterprise conversational AI for healthcare
	[image: HR Assist Nav Icon]HR Assist – AI-powered assistant for HR support
	[image: IT Assist Nav Icon]IT Assist – AI-powered assistant for IT support






		
Talk to an Expert

Not sure which product is right for your business?

Schedule a Call




	More on XO	Customer Stories
	Analyst Reports
	Pricing






	Resources		Knowledgebase	Blog – Latest posts from Kore.ai
	Brochures – Kore.ai solutions information
	Infographics – Benefits of Kore.ai
	e-Books – Solutions guides
	Glossary – Expand your AI vocabulary
	Research Analysis – Latest AI industry reports
	Whitepapers – AI insights
	Webinars – Kore.ai conversations


	Technical	Documentation – Browse developer docs, release note, how to videos



	Get Support – We are here to help
	Kore.ai Academy – Learn conversational AI skills with free training
	Kore.ai Community – Ask questions, find solutions, share knowledge
	Submit RFP – Reach out to our experts



		
Talk to an Expert

Not sure which product is right for your business?

Schedule a Call




	More on XO	Customer Stories
	Analyst Reports
	Pricing






	Company		Company	About Us – 10 years, 1 remarkable team
	Contact Us – Get in touch
	Leadership – The people who make it all happen
	Careers – Come join us make history
	Newsroom – Keep up to date with us


	Reviews	Analyst Recognition – Don’t take our word for it
	Customer Stories – The people for whom we are delivering


	Partners	Partner Program – Learn about our partner program
	Become a Partner – Join the thriving community
	Find a Partner – Our partners are leaders & innovators in the AI space



	XO Platform – Drive improved Customer and Employee experiences.
	Gale – Accelerate Generative AI Needs At Scale
	Gale Beta Sign-up – Apply For Beta Access
	Use Cases – Find Out How Kore.ai Helps You



		
Talk to an Expert

Not sure which product is right for your business?

Schedule a Call




	Documentation
	Submit RFP
	Pricing




	Sign In
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Try for free




	

	
		
			Partnering With Businesses to Put AI to Work

From conversational virtual assistants to generative AI applications, Kore.ai gives you the platform, no-code tools, and solutions to do AI right.

		

	

Get Started
Talk to an Expert










What We Do

We help businesses create engaging and valued interactions

Kore.ai has been at the forefront of AI for over a decade, bringing intelligent virtual assistants to life in both customer and employee-facing use cases. Our goal is to simplify AI adoption and get you to meaningful business outcomes faster.















	
		
			Customer Experiences
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Greater Retention and Lifetime Value

Drive customers to answers and resolutions faster, saving human talent for more challenging, specific, and creative tasks.

	Automate over 80% of customer inquiries
	Award-winning conversational AI, powered by pre-trained LLMs
	24×7 premium automated omni-channel service and support
	Fine-tune responses using generative AI





Learn more










	
		
			Agent Experiences
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Happier customers and agents

Give agents AI-powered virtual assistants to provide real-time answers, coaching, and proactively suggest next best actions to agents.

	20% increase in productivity
	30% improvement in first-call resolution rates
	25% increase in CSAT
	Seamless transitions from Intelligent Virtual Assistants to live agent





Learn more










	
		
			Employee Experiences
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More focused and productive employees

Make your team more productive with Intelligent Virtual Assistants that can discuss questions, mine internal data, and solve problems for your employees

	Automate over 80% of common employee inquiries
	Available 24×7, across voice and chat in 135 languages
	Pre-trained HR, recruitment, IT & procurement use cases
	Pre-built integrations with all major ITSM, ERP, and HCM platforms





Learn more










	
		
			Search Experiences
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Relevant, accurate, and personalized search

Train your IVAs using AI to offer the most relevant, accurate, and personalized search results by understanding user intent, context, and preferences.

	Answer over 90% of queries through text or voice
	Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) turns your existing documentation into compelling answers
	Set and tailor AI guardrails
	Prevent LLM hallucinations and cost vacuums





Learn more










	
		
			Application Experiences
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Boost any application with AI

Allow all applications in your technology environment to connect to one another and leverage the power of generative and conversational models.

	Out-of-the-box conversational AI engine added to your applications.
	Multilingual global interface across voice and chat
	Enterprise-grade controls to control data access
	Automate over 80% of customer inquiries





Learn more











			
			





Our Customers

Trusted by the world’s top brands
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The Kore.ai Platform

Effectively, safely, and responsibly leverage conversational and generative AI

The Kore.ai platform delivers simplicity, flexibility, and control when applying conversational and generative AI and LLMs. Deploying our platform cuts the time and effort to deploy effective AI solutions at your business. Our platform is open. We build upon your existing architecture and integrate with any LLM and technology infrastructure partners that are best for you.

















CX Pre-Built Solutions

Banking | Health | Retail








EX Pre-Built Solutions

EVA | HR | Recruiting | IT








Pre-Built Generative AI Solutions

Specific Business Tasks









XO

End-to-end experiences from automated to human-assisted

	Automation AI
	Contact Center AI
	Agent AI
	Quality Management






Search AI

RAG/LLM based search, questions, and answers

	Search AI






GALE: App Builder

No-code generative AI application builder

	Model Evaluation
	Prompt Engineering
	No-code Builder
	RHLF
	Model Monitoring






	
		
			
Cross Product Use Enabled


		

	



Kore.ai LLM Models

XO GPT Models | BankAssist LLM | ITSM LLM | HR LLM | Conversation Summarization | Product Description Generator





Generative AI Ops Services

Model Fine-Tuning | Model Deployment | Model Governance | Model Insights | Guardrails





Data Services

Vector Database | CRM Integrations | Data AI Connectors | Pre-Built API Integrations | Knowledge Connectors





Platform Services

Omni Channel | Multi-Lingual | Scalability | Security | Compliance | LifeCycle Management | Collaboration Tools










Commercial and Community Language Models

Open AI GPT -4, Anthropic Claude, Google Gemini | Mistral 7B/11B, LLaMA 2, FLAN-T5





Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure

Cloud Deployment, Private VPC Cloud Deployment, On-Prem Infrastructure 













Kore.ai’s Global Scale

Delivering worldwide value to all continents (except Antarctica… just not yet anyway)

Enterprises across the globe rely on Kore.ai to unlock AI capabilities in their organizations delivering worldwide performance improvements at an unprecedented scale.











450M+


Kore.ai-optimized interactions per day








5,000


Kore.ai interactions per second








Billions


in economic value delivered for clients











Explore our Platform










AI Innovators

The most ambitious businesses leading their industries with Kore.ai

Our clients tailor customer and employee interactions from the ground up with the Kore.ai Platform. Leverage our open infrastructure, no-code builder tools, LLMs with pre-built use cases, and deep industry application integrations. Discover how various organizations are putting AI to work today.










See Pricing
Talk to an Expert















82M+
Sessions per year





40+
Bots
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XO Platform
















50M
Sessions per year





325%
ROI
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XO Platform
















70%
Automated





400%
ROI
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XO Platform
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IT Assist















More Customer Stories





	
		
			
		

	


	
		
			
		

	


	
		
			

		

	






Customers and Analysts

We’ve helped hundreds of global companies

Our clients tailor customer and employee interactions from the ground up with the Kore.ai Platform. Discover how various organizations are putting AI to work today.






Customer Case Studies
Analyst Recognition
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Manager

 
Future-Oriented Low-Code Multi-Channel Bot Development Platform

After spending whole year on selecting a vendor for Conversational AI Platform and reviewing multiple domestic and international vendors we decided to start a project with Kore.ai and we’re very happy with the decision being made.

 
 
 

	
		
			Software Development

Banking

		

	


Read Review
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Naveen K

 
The most convenient Conversational AI platform with low-code capabilities

This platform has the capability of building Multi-Lingual bots with fewer code changes. This platform’s ML and NLP engines are far better than others. They also have Pre-Build use cases, so we can easily use them and build bots on the go.

 
 
 

	
		
			Software Development Engineer

Pharmaceuticals

		

	


Read Review
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Kore.Ai Continues To Deliver, Support And Service The Absolute Best Solution For Anyone.

Having worked closely with the Kore team for over a year, their customer service, product suite, support and willingness to quickly resolve issues continues to set them apart from any other vendor.

 
 
 

	
		
			CX Designer

Finance

		

	


Read Review
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Aman B.

 
A Platform that offers robust set of features

Kore.ai has a solid robust platform for building bots that can sit on the channels of your choice. The bot can be complex or simple based on your needs.

 
 
 

	
		
			Marketing Manager

Information Technology

		

	


Read Review
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Robust Technology Covering Most Use Cases

The product is incredibly advanced in a variety of technologies. It has the ability to solve most use cases across different organization’s needs, rather than being stuck to a specific type of business or problem.

 
 
 

	
		
			Strategy and Planning Manager

Banking

		

	


Read Review
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Atlee F.

 
Best Leading Platform to build your Chatbot.

Kore.ai is a UI based platform that allows you to spin up a chatbot quickly and deploy it easily on multiple channels. Using its conversation builder, you can build the Dialogflow using dialog messages.

 
 
 

	
		
			Project Lead

Medical Practice

		

	


Read Review
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Their Reputation Precedes Them And They Live Up To It!

True to their premise, they make Chatbot implementation easy and low-code.

 
 
 

	
		
			Director

Insurance

		

	


Read Review
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Stacy Pelletier

 
Excellent experience implementing our HR virtual assistant

We had an excellent experience implementing our HR virtual assistant with Kore.ai. The platform is very flexible, easy to use and configure. Kore.ai is always adding innovative capabilities for continuous improvement. As an HR end-user, I have been able to learn how to create my own simple intents and add/configure the NLP with relative ease.

 
 
 

	
		
			HR Digital Enablement

Energy
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A Complete Conversational AI Product With The Industry Leading NLU Capabilities

Kore.AI is truly a complete enterprise level Conversational AI platform that has helped our organization to take our customer self service capabilities to the next level. It allows us to offer cutting edge technology through both voice and digital channels to automate processes for our customer interactions.

 
 
 

	
		
			Technical Architect

IT Services

		

	


Read Review
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Jose Enrique Pons

 
Integration with a workflow engine will definitively speed up the process of bot development

We have been using Kore.ai platform for 2.5 years. We have always had good support from their side both in contract negotiation and on the operational side. Over time, they improved the platform based on customer feedback. They’ve released version 9 a few weeks ago, it’s impressive! I believe the integration with a workflow engine will definitely speed up the process of bot development.

 
 
 

	
		
			Lead Architect
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Santosh Kumar

 
Even non-technical people can develop the solution

The platform is very user-friendly, even non-technical people can configure and develop the solution. The platform is capable of integrating external systems/ services using API.

 
 
 

	
		
			Commercial Services Lead

Healthcare

		

	










			
			





	
		
						In the News

Kore.ai Rallies 200+ Leading Companies to Discuss AI Advancement and Driving Results
Unveils Latest Innovations and Strategies at Kore.ai Konversations 2024 to Unlock Business Value at Scale ORLANDO, Fla., Apr 10, 2024 — Kore.ai,…
Wednesday, April 10, 2024
[image: Kore.ai Rallies 200+ Leading Companies To Discuss AI Advancement And Driving Results]

		

			
	
		
						In the News

Conversational AI key to South American cosmetics giant Belcorp’s sales strategy
By Gary Flood Mar, 2024: In an article, Venkat Gopalan, CDO and CTO, Belcorp talks with Gary Flood on Belcorp’s major commitment…
Monday, March 18, 2024
[image: Conversational AI Key To South American Cosmetics Giant Belcorp's Sales Strategy]

		

			
	
		
						In the News

Impactful AI Takes Strong Focused Leaders On A Mission
By Dean DeBiase Mar, 2024: Dean DeBiase of Reboot Chronicles interview with Raj Koneru Founder CEO Kore.ai to understand how Raj created…
Monday, March 18, 2024
[image: Impactful AI Takes Strong Focused Leaders On A Mission]

		

			
	
		
						In the News

Kore.ai on the CNBC TV18 special program Startup Street
By Ritu Singh February, 2024: Kore.ai is on the Startup Street programme hosted by CNBC TV18 featured our Raj Koneru, CEO talking…
Thursday, February 1, 2024
[image: Kore.ai On The CNBC TV18 Special Program Startup Street]

		

			
	
		
						In the News

Kore.ai Secures $150 Million Strategic Growth Investment to Drive AI-powered Customer and Employee Experiences for Global Brands
Led by FTV Capital, with participation from NVIDIA and existing investors, funding will further solidify Kore.ai’s leading position in explosive advanced AI…
Tuesday, January 30, 2024
[image: Kore.ai Secures $150 Million Strategic Growth Investment To Drive AI Powered Customer And Employee Experiences For Global Brands Svg]

		

			
	
		
						In the News

Kore.ai Nabs $150 Million From NVIDIA And FTV To Scale Enterprise AI
By Dean DeBiase January, 2024: The big dogs of Tech., who’ve been pouring tens of billions into AI, are slugging it out…
Tuesday, January 30, 2024
[image: Kore.ai Nabs $150 Million From NVIDIA And FTV To Scale Enterprise AI]

		

			
	
		
						In the News

Kore.ai’s $150 million funding round Coverage
January, 2024: Kore.ai Secures $150 Million Strategic Growth Investment to Drive AI-powered Customer and Employee Experiences for Global Brands. Please find the…
Tuesday, January 30, 2024
[image: Kore.ai’s $150 Million Funding Round Coverage]

		

			
	
		
						In the News

Employees prefer AI powered tools for greater productivity, reveals new study by Kore.ai
New research finds current technology at work is impacting job satisfaction and productivity among the UK & US workers  Orlando, FL, November…
Wednesday, November 15, 2023
[image: Employees Prefer AI Powered Tools For Greater Productivity, Reveals New Study By Kore]

		

			
	
		
						In the News

Customer Satisfaction Rises as Intelligent Virtual Assistants Address Service Frustrations, Kore.ai Report Reveals
IVAs now meet quality expectations and improve customer wait times due to vast improvements in AI technologies Orlando, FL, October 17, 2023…
Monday, October 16, 2023
[image: Customer Satisfaction Rises As Intelligent Virtual Assistants Address Service Frustrations, Kore.ai Report Reveals]

		

			
	
		
						In the News

Kore.ai Launches Conversational AI-powered Voice Gateway on Genesys AppFoundry
By integrating with Genesys Cloud CX®, Kore.ai enables enterprise contact centers to deliver superior and personalized service experiences 24/7 at scale, across multiple…
Wednesday, October 11, 2023
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Kore.ai Named a Leader in 2023 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Enterprise Conversational Al Platforms







Access ReportBook a Consultation










Ready to get started?



Explore the Kore.ai Platform, solutions or create an account instantly to start seeing value from your AI solutions. You can also contact us to design a custom package for your business.



Start Now
Talk to an Expert





AI for Everyone
Integrated, simple pricing  with no hidden fees.




See Pricing




AI for Developers
Get in depth knowledge on the Kore.ai platform




Documentation
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like what you see?

Let’s work together

Get answers and a customized quote for your projects



Submit RFP
Facebook

Twitter

LinkedIn

YouTube

Vimeo

GitHub

Telegram







	New York, USA
	Orlando, USA
	London, UK
	Frankfurt, Germany
	Dubai, UAE
	Hyderabad, India
	Seoul, South Korea
	Tokyo, Japan








	Privacy Policy
	Terms of Service
	Acceptable Use Policy
	Cookie Policy







© 2024 Kore.ai Inc.

All trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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We use cookies to allow us to remember you. To find out more about the cookies we use, see our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy
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